Around 50- CCS members were welcomed to the meeting by Ian Byrne (organiser) and Gerry Zieler (CCS
Chair). Ian started by noting that we had a packed agenda with lots of maps of lakes, lochs and reservoirs –
even a few ponds. The Running order was John Davies, Ken Hollamby, Michael Richardson, Rob Wheeler,
John Harmer, myself and, last but not least, Gerry Zierler.

John Davies showed four locations. He admitted to having a particular liking for Loch na Davie – not just
because it’s a near namesake, but also because it is that relatively rare water feature – a lake that has
outflows from both ends, as can be deduced from the contours. Some members felt that it must be little
more than a Scottish bog, in that case, but others confirmed there are a number of proper lochs in Scotland
that do this.
Back on familiar territory in North London and Soviet maps, John then compared how a reservoir close to
the North Circular Road was depicted – the Soviet map shows it as open water but in reality it is completely
covered, as shown on the OS extract. Tank commanders planning on turning off the road might also be
confused by the fact that neither the slip roads at the intersection nor the accommodation road to its North
are marked.

Ken Hollamby took us to Wales, and an ill-fated reservoir in the Snowdonia National Park. He observed
how the former dam can be found as two lines on the map, and how the breach was due largely to poor
workmanship, despite some members questioning the design of containing wall.

Continuing our Celtic tour, Michael
Richardson took us to Blessington Lake – in
reality a large reservoir South of Dublin fed
by the River Liffey and the King’s River. A
1940s map just the recently filled
reservoir’s approximate boundaries, while
retaining the flooded features below
including Humpreystown Bridge:

Members noted that the final shape of the reservoir varied at its Northern end, as well as the route of the
long abandoned steam tramway marked on the earlier maps. Today it is served by a tourist map:

Differences between the initially planned outline and final shape also showed up in Rob Wheeler’s
discussion of Skellingthorpe, located just to the Northwest of Lincoln. An initial angular layout became a
much more fluid design when built; today the manor house constructed to take advantage of the views has
gone, replaced by a country park in the Lincoln suburbs.

John Harmer showed two examples from his home county of Sussex. Arlington water is a small reservoir in
a bend of the Cuckmere River, but Bewl Water is the largest reservoir in SE England, lying just east of
Wadhurst in the High Weald AONB. Constructed in the early 1970s, it should have become operational in
1976 but was delayed by the severe drought that year. Continuing the theme of flooded features, he noted
that Dunsters Mill House, a 15th century Grade II listed timber-framed building was taken down and
completely rebuilt 1km south of its original position to save it from being lost under water.

Ian Byrne displayed four maps from four decades and four continents. The oldest was a curious 1950s BP
pictorial map of the Lake District – “Poets corner of England”. Although numbered no. 160, the only other
title known (no. 97) is the Vale of Avon “Shakespeare’s Country”. His most recent map was another Soviet
issue, but unusually aimed at tourists not tank commanders. It covered Lake Baikal which as every
schoolboy knows, is the world’s deepest lake. Several members added that Loch Morar is the UK’s deepest
– although at 310m it is less than a fifth that of Lake Baikal.
This led neatly into some of the maps that Gerry Zierler had brought along. His main focus was on maps of
lochs showing depths:
Among the unusual features these
maps showed depths at various lines
crossing the loch, as well as two
cross sections – across its width and
length. In the cross sections the
shaded blue was using an
exaggerated scale, with the black
area showing the profile in true
scale.
Although several maps brought
along had shown plans for
reservoirs, so far all had been able to
be compared with the “as built”
map. Gerry’s next exhibit was very
definitely never built, showing a
proposal for a vast lake on the South
Bank of the River Thames, based on
proposals by William Walcott that
also include a grand Central Station
and a realigned Thames from
Greenwich to Chelsea.

And finally, a pond – also from
Gerry, but on Hampstead Heath:
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